Action Words

An action word tells what happens. Read each sentence. Write the word that tells what happens on the line.

1. The boy paints. 

2. The vet listens. 

3. She will color. 

4. He can fly. 

5. The friends talk. 

6. She can run. 

7. The children play. 

8. He can dive. 

9. He can throw.
Action Words

An action word tells what happens. Read each sentence. Write the word that tells what happens on the line.

1. The boy paints.      paints
2. The vet listens.     listens
3. She will color.      color
4. He can fly.          fly
5. The friends talk.    talk
6. She can run.         run
7. The children play.   play
8. He can dive.         dive
9. He can throw.        throw